**A & B FIBERWORKS**

PO Box 678  
Linden, Alberta T0M 1J0  
403-443-5907  
www.aandbfiberworks.com

**Services Provided**
- Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

**Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):** 5000 lb

**Additional Information**

**Description**
- Processing alpaca, wool, mohair to rovings and yarn. No minimums for rovings but we ask for 5 lbs to make a run of yarn.

---

**A Simpler Time - Alpacas & Mill**

1802 Alta Place  
El Cajon, CA 92021  
619-579-9114  
www.ASimplerTimeMill.com

**Services Provided**
- Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

**Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):** About 1,000 lbs./year

**Additional Information**
- At A Simpler Time we process natural fiber into batting, roving, felt and yarn: lace, fingering, sport, medium and chunky.

**Description**
- A Simpler Time is a family owned and operated full service mini-mill that has been in operation since 2003. We specialize in alpaca since we also raise alpacas, but also process other natural fibers.
A+ Alpaca Fiber Mill
6781 River Road
Jordan, NY 13080
315-689-3550
www.AplusAlpaca.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information

Description
We are a full service fiber processing mill. We process customer’s fiber into roving, batts, yarn, and core spun (rug) yarn. We process small to large batches. We offer dying and blending. We make finished rugs and sell locally made peg looms for rug making.

Acorn Works Fiber Processing
800 Chili Ave. Ext.
Churchville, NY 14428
585-329-6176
www.acornworksfiber.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 1000 lbs.

Additional Information
I do not currently have a fiber separator.

Description
I process fibers to roving or batts for shepherds and fiber artists. I also carry finished rovings of wool, alpaca, wool/alpaca blends and wool/angora blends in both natural and dyed colors, woven/knitted/felted gifts and refurbished, working modern/antique spinning wheels.
Alford Family Farms and Spinnery
19515 Darnestown Road
Beallsville, Maryland 20839
301-349-0830

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 50

Additional Information
Description
Full service fiber mill.

Alpaca Blanket Project LLC
5453 Pierceville Road
Cottage Grove, WI - Wisconsin 53527
608-219-6369
www.alpacabp.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): As much as we can get!!

Additional Information
We are interested in all fiber, but pay the most for fiber that is under 30 micron, 2-5 inches long and relatively free of contaminants (second cuts, VM, other debris).

Description
ABP provides fiber for Pendleton Woolen Mills for blankets & scarves. We pay cash for fiber & send free sorting/grading reports. We also pay for shipping for 500 or more pounds of blanket fiber. Contributors can buy our blankets, scarves and socks at less than wholesale prices. No cost to join!

Aroostook Fiber Works
918 Presque Isle Road
Ashland, Me 4732
207-540-4945
facebook.com/aroostookfiberworks

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 2000 lbs

Additional Information
We make all sizes of yarn to include core spun, felt sheets, batts, and roving.

Description
full spinning services.
Classic Alpaca
441 Carbondale Road
Clarks Summit, PA 18411
800-425-7222
ClassicAlpaca.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Process fleece into products (including rovings) which you sell and return a portion of the profits to the customer in the form of credit for products or services.

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): No limit

Additional Information
We will be accepting blankets, and will pay market price for the grade of fleece being sold. We are also going to be structuring some type of product credit for those that would like to have products to sell. We will be starting this shearing season, and will be using state of the art micrometers to determine the fineness of the fleece. We will be using all the same equipment that the major industrial processors of fleece use to grade fleece in Peru. We already have everything in place in Peru. We will be exporting the fleece to Peru for final processing. It will be kept separate from Peru’s domestic alpaca fleece. When the yarn is done being processed, Classic Alpaca will use their state of the art industrial Stoll knitting machines CMS822HP in various gauges(Stoll.com), new state of the art sock machines, and well over 100 hand knitters for the hand knit products using American fleece. Eventually, we’d at least like to bring the sock machine production to the United States. The expertise, and knowledge, and to be honest make bringing back the rest of the production impractical, unfortunately. The sock production is something that can be brought back, and we can still be competitive enough that our customers can still be able to make a profit. This will obviously be a gradual process, and believe that by 2016 most of our production will be made from American fiber. We know, we know, everyone, including us would like EVERYTHING to be made from American fiber. The reality is for alpaca to be able to be more and more accepted in the fashion world, and to be represented in the likes of the major retailers more than it is now, it has to be competitive. We now are making about 90% of our products ourselves in Peru. We invested heavily while the economy stunk to be ready to do this. We would love for someone from AOA to visit us either in person or via Skype when we are there next time. Our mentor is a smaller industrial mill(but huge by American standards) for processing the American fleece. We are already testing small batches, and are looking for 1,100 pounds(batch size) of all white blanket to do our initial batch asap. For those that wish to receive their actual alpacas fleece back we will not be competing directly with the mini-mills in North America. We are starting with whites since it is the only color easy to dye into the colors the designers, and fashion world demands. Once we are streamlined we will be buying ALL colors and store in our new warehouse(which we have included space for this project) with ground being broken when the ground thaws here in northeastern PA.

Description
Will be buying blankets outright with a fair value given in addition to being accurate. Will be structuring a program for those wishing to sell finished products made with American fiber.
Copper Croft Fibers LLC
1146 C Tricounty Drive
Oilville, VA 23129
804-708-0953

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, Process fleece into products (including rovings) which you sell and return a portion of the profits to the customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information
Description
Copper Croft Fibers is a full-service mill producing alpaca roving, batts, yarn and rug yarn.

Cozy Alpaca Farms
8103 E. Massingale Rd.
Benton City, Wa 99320
509-492-6603

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Process fleece into products (including rovings) which you sell and return a portion of the profits to the customer in the form of cash, sell and process into a different product, ie sweaters

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): $10,000 worth of yarn and rovings

Additional Information
I only purchase yarn grade fleece

Description
I sell yarn, roving and prouts made from them

Crooked Fence Mill
390 East 1700 North
Mona, Utah 84645
801-367-1629
www.crookedfencealpacas.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 5000#

Additional Information
We do custom fiber processing, yarns, rovings, batts, corespun rug/craft yarn.... skirting and grading also.

Description
We are your full service answer to your fiber processing questions. We can even shear your animals for you (western US only), so shear, bag and mail your fiber to us and we will do the rest... from skirting and grading to finished rovings and yarns, we can meet your needs.
Evergreen Fleece Processing, LLC
21516 80th Ave SE
Woodinville, WA 98072
425-248-8967
www.evergreenfleeceprocessing.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, fabric on FeltLOOM

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 3000 lbs

Additional Information
Specific products currently provided are insole sheets in regular and boot thickness that you cut or we cut into insoles. We also can provide curtains, and non-woven rugs. Generally, we provide alpaca fabric for the client to create whatever he/she can imagine.

We will purchase alpaca on occasion.

Description
We process alpaca and most natural fiber into roving or 32” wide batt, even 100% suri alpaca roving. We also blend fibers to your requirement. Our "No Fiber Left Behind" philosophy gets those 2nd's and 3rd's working for you. Non-woven fabric and quilt batting made on 66 inch FeltLOOM.

Fitch Fibers
25 Stockhouse Rd
Bozrah, CT 6334
860-222-3119
www.fitchfibers.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information
Fitch Fibers is a semi-worsted mill that processes all fibers into roving, yarn, and rug yarns. We purchase some fibers in order to add to our clients fiber if requested.

Description
Fitch Fibers processes an assortment of fiber for customers who have their own animals. We tumble, wash, pick, card, pin draft, spin, ply and skein. The customer may request either roving, yarns, or rug bumps.
God's Little Acres Alpaca Farm
64 Orchard terrace
Graniteville, VT 5654
802-522-6741
godslittleacres@gmail.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 100 lbs

Additional Information
Description
I hand process raw fleeces into 2-ply yarn. I skirt, wash, card and spin and will even blend with other fibers if desired. I only charge for finished yarn weight.

Golden Eagle Alpaca Farm
2505 Pittmantown Road
Suffolk, VA 23438
757-438-2997
www.goldeneaglealpacafarm.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 10-20 lbs

Additional Information
Description
We don't have enough of our own fleece and have purchase additional

Golden View Alpacas
707 Freda Way
Kodak, TN 37764
865-933-9183
alpacanation.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): aproximaty 100 # of our own

Additional Information
We will be taking in only Alpaca Fiber at this time

Description
We are in the process of starting our Golden View Alpacas Mini Fiber Mill. We hope to be in operation by Spring 2015. We have a washer, picker, carder, and roving machine, pinn drafter and bump winder. We also have a wet felter. We will be processing fiber requests up to the roving stage.
Heart & Soul Alpacas & Spinnery
14514 Oak Meadow rd
Penn Valley, CA 95946
530-432-3015
www.heartandsoulspinnery.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, Process fleece into products (including rovings) which you sell and return a portion of the profits to the customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): about 10,000 lbs

Additional Information
Description
We are a full service fiber mill. We process roving, bats, yarn & rug yarn. We make rugs and horse reins as well.

Heartfelt, LLC
6701 W Gillespie Bridge Rd
Columbia, MO 65203
573-442-2911

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 800-1000 pounds

Additional Information
Only purchase from Missouri alpaca farms.

Description
Purchase clean raw fleece, firsts and seconds, to turn into rugs, wall hangings, insoles, glove linings, dog beds, scarves & ornaments.

Will make insoles from a farm's processed fiber for them to sell in their farm stores.

Hoof-To Hanger Fiber Processing Mill
4217 Lake St
Bridgman, MI 49106
269-465-5936
www.hoof-to-hanger.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): ? - just opened, a brand new business

Additional Information
Description
Raw fiber processing for sheep, alpaca, llama, and more, to finished products. All services except combed top. An open view mill - the opportunity to observe steps in preparing fibers as roving, batts, and yarn.

Last West Alpacas
PO Box 1214
Rimbey, AB T0C 2J0
403-843-3549
RR1 Site2 Box15

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 30 lbs

Additional Information
I send fleece away to be processed into yarn which I then make product from.

Description
I am a weaver and I make scarves and blankets.

Long Hollow Suri Alpacas & New Era Fiber LLC
698 Wallace Rd.
Gallatin, Tennessee 37066
615-452-7852
www.newerafiber.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 8000 lbs

Additional Information
We also process fleece, manufacture end products in the U.S. and wholesale them to customers.

Besides our existing end products, we can custom design a product and manufacture from the customers fleece.

Description
We have operated a mill for 10 years. It is a full time business that employs 7 people. We process both Suri and Huacaya fleece. We make, roving, batts, 100% and blended yarns, we have a Feltloom, dyeing, and manufacture finished clothing. All of the above from your fleece or ours or both.

Marisa Dobiash
20131 SE 248th Street
Maple Valley, WA 98038
206-653-6311
www.marisadobiash.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 100 -200 lbs

Additional Information
Blankets only, < 26 micron, no vm.

Description
Home decor.
Morning Star Fiber LLC
8522 Dover Rd
Apple Creek, Ohio 44606
330-778-0078
www.morningstarfiber.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 4,187 pounds (2014)

Additional Information
RAW HUACAYA ALPACA FIBER REQUIREMENTS

• Length & Variation: 3” to 6”
• Strength: must withstand 7 pounds of pressure in an opened lock
• Micron: 22-26 micron
• Color: Crème, Light Fawn, Brown, Black
• Weight: Lots of 25# or greater in a particular color
• Minimal to no foreign matter
• Minimal to no primaries or “guard hairs”

Description
Morning Star Fiber is a full service custom processing mill featuring a semi-worsted system for "made to order" clients. Our artisan design team, network and craftsmanship provide you with everything you need to create beautiful, handcrafted natural fiber products.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Morro Fleece Works
1920 Main Street
Morro Bay, CA 93442
805-772-9665
www.morrofleeceworks.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 12,000 lbs.

Additional Information

Description
We wash, pick, card and pin draft animal fibers for handspinners.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mountain Meadow Wool

22 Plains Dr
Buffalo, WY 82834
307-684-5775
Www.mountainmeadowwool.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): All fiber: 15000 lbs.

Additional Information
Minimum order should be 50 lbs to avoid additional fee. We have extra scouring capacity. We currently require the addition and blending of 50-70% wool at carding for ease of processing. Because we do not use cohesives.

Description
Wash and dry, roving pindrafter roving, batt, yarn. Wet felting

Mystipines Fiber Processing

7892 North Trails End Drive
Williams, AZ 86046
480-326-7279
mystipinesfiber.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, Process fleece into products (including rovings) which you sell and return a portion

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 3000 pounds

Additional Information

Description
We provide fiber processing for customers who want their fiber processed into roving or yarn.
NEAFP
364 E Main St.
Fall River, MA 2724
508-642-9313
http://www.neafp.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Process fleece into products (including rovings) which you sell and return a portion of the profits to the customer in the form of credit for products or

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 100,000 lbs

Additional Information
The New England Alpaca Fiber Pool Inc. (NEAFP) pools fiber by grade and color from thousands of alpaca farms across the country to gain access to large U.S. based commercial manufacturers. We offer over 30 unique finished products, Made in the USA, that utilize all grades of alpaca fiber.

Farms can either buy these products outright at Wholesale to resell or submit raw alpaca fiber towards the purchase and pay 25 to 40% below the Wholesale cost. By submitting fiber towards the purchase of these products farms increase their profit margins and utilize the raw alpaca fiber their farm produces every year.

NEAFP also purchases alpaca fiber outright that meet these requirements:
+ U.S. grown Huacaya Blanket Fiber
+ Average Fiber Diameter of 28 micron and under
+ Staple Length between 2" and 5"
+ Minimal Strong Primary Fibers (Guard Hair), Short Cuts under 2", Vegetable Matter, and other forms of contamination

Our next alpaca fiber purchase call will be in Q1 2015.

Description
NEAFP produces a far reaching spectrum of products, from fine Cable Afghans to strong Braided Rugs with staples like Socks, Gloves, Knit Hats, Scarves and Insoles in between. We have been manufacturing alpaca fiber in the U.S. on the commercial level since 1997.
NEWAIM Fiber Mill
13 Robinson Road
Waldoboro, Maine 4572
207-832-5162
www.newaimfibermill.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): each year has been different

Additional Information
I purchase limited quantities of grade 1 and 2.

The mill has a dehairing machine.

Description
I process from raw fiber to roving, batts or yarn on cones or in skeins.

Picchu Alpacas
32915 SE 309th St
Ravensdale, WA 98051
360-886-0677
www.picchualpacas.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Sort and grade fleece

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information
I have not yet purchased raw fleece but anticipate growing and going that direction.

Description
I sort and grade fiber according to the Certified Sorted Systems for submission to Natural Fiber Producers, which I can submit on behalf of producers of they aren’t interested in submitting it themselves.
Rach-Al-Paca Fiber Processing
18495 Goodwin Avenue
Hastings, Minnesota 55033
651-485-7916
www.rachalpacafarm.com

Services Provided
- Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): We only buy a couple hundred pounds of fiber per year.

Additional Information
Description
- We process fiber into batts, carded roving, pin-drafted roving, felts, cored yarns, thick & thin novelty yarns and regular yarns from superfine lace to chunky. We work with several sock manufacturers to make socks, knitters to provide garments, and hand-weave rugs from customer fiber.

Ranch of the Oaks
3269 Crucero Rd.
Lompoc, CA 93436
805-740-9808
www.ranchoftheoaks.com

Services Provided
- Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, Process our own fiber and sell products

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): aprox 2000 lbs processed

Additional Information
- We process alpaca, Llama, mohair, pygora and most wools

Description
- We can make batts, roving, yarn, rug yarn and wet felt (3 x 4 ft sheets).

  Blending of like or other fibers can be done as well.
Roving Acres LLC
3069 Middle Road
Pierpont, OH 44082
440-594-1230
www.rovingacres.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 200 pounds, approx.

Additional Information
I buy mostly blankets or whole fleeces, and have the best fleece processed into yarn, rovings, and batt. I have a lot of 2nds and 3rds that I plan to have processed into rug yarn and felted sheets this coming year.

Description
Roving Acres Farm has three kinds of sheep, and we have Angora Goats and Angora Rabbits. We offer yarn and roving of all of these, as well as selling raw fleece. We combine these and alpaca fiber in interesting ways, and hand dye some of our fiber.

Shears to You Fibre Pro's
5128 Line 90, RR2
Palmerston, Ontario N0G 2P0
519-343-3193
www.shearstoyoufibrepros.ca

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 3000 pounds

Additional Information
We will purchase all grades of fleece, but prefer Grade 3, 4 and 5.

Description
We make custom socks and insoles and also wholesale those products.

Skirted Fleece Mill
657 Calkins Road
Milanville, PA 18443
570-729-8162
www.skirtedfleecemill.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information
We are able to dehair alpaca and other camelids. We are able to make yarn, roving, rug yarn and felted sheets.

Description
We're a full service, family owned fiber mill. Please see our website for our price list. No minimum weight for orders.
Special K Specialties
15120 E Rich Ave
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
509-868-5505
www.specialkspecialties.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, Fiber Arts & Products

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 40-80

Additional Information
At this time we are only able to process Alpaca or Llama Fleece and those animal fibers which do not contain lanolin due to restrictions in our area.

Description
We offer Hand Fiber Processing turning Raw Animal fiber & fleeces into beautifully prepared batts or rovings. Rovings are hand drafted off of our carders. We specialize in Custom Needlefelted Artworks, Handmade Felted Vessels, Dryer Balls, Felted Handmade Soaps & Custom Creations.

Spinderellas Creations
1640 south 600 east
Salt Lake City, Utah 84105
801-668-0563
spinderellas.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, we offer weaving, felting, knitting and other items which are returned back to the customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information

Description

Spring Harvest Fiber Mill, LLC
2361 Scoon Road
Washington, WA 98944
509-837-8012
www.springharvestmill.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 4000 lbs

Additional Information

Description
We process raw fleece into yarn, roving, core/rug yarn, batting, woven rugs, and felted sheets. We also offer consultation services to assist customers with finding the best use for all types of fiber.
Star Castle Fiber Mill and Farm, LLC
56778 Fat Elk Rd
Coquille, Oregon 97423
541-396-6416
www.starcastlefarm.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): about 2000 lbs

Additional Information

Description
We process alpaca and llama fiber (no sheep wool). We go from dirty bags of just shorn fiber to batts, roving, yarn, and felt sheets.

Sugarloaf Alpaca Company, LLC
1347 Buckeystown Pike
Adamstown, Maryland 21710
240-500-0007
www.sugarloafalpacas.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, Process fleece into products (including rovings) which you sell and return a portion

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 3000

Additional Information
We only process fiber into products and sell them and return a portion of the profits to the customer if they have purchased alpacas from our farm.

Description
We are a full service fiber processor. We go to extraordinary lengths to clean the fiber and pay equal attention to meeting customer requirements. As a fiber studio and yarn retailer we have a good idea of what sells and freely share that with customers of the spinning mill.
The Fleece Factory of the Rockies
24138 County Road 38
LaSalle, CO 80645
970-284-7711

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information
We aim to process all the fleece, especially loss and skirted fiber into a form that is usable

Description
Our mini mill offers fleece processing from washing to yarn, rug yarn, felted sheets and custom felting. Sorting and grading services are available and we are setting up for dyeing. In the spring we offer on-site indoor shearing. We also have a boutique and a classroom.

The Mill at Rosehaven
2027 State Route 17B
Bethel, New York 12720
845-583-3170
mill.rosehavenalpacas.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, charge to process fleece into core yarn and return to customer. also charge for batts and return to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 3000 pounds

Additional Information
process all fibers, not just alpaca

Description
we offer, sorting, washing, batts, roving, core yarn, excellent dyeing service. hand made products from yarn customers provide. also dryer balls and felted soap
The North American Suri Company
7200 Waterman Ave
St Louis, MO 63130
314-440-1627
www.nasurico.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, yarn and fiber for sale at wholesale

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 7,000-10,000 lbs/year

Additional Information
The submission of fiber for purchase does not require growers to buy yarn, and the purchase of yarn does not require buyers to submit fleece.

Description
Suri only - Graded raw fleece, yarn, knitting patterns

The Shenandoah Fiber Mill, LLC
P O Box 228
Fairfield, VA 24435
703-608-1177
www.shenandoahfiber.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, We also make felt

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information
Flat rate processing

Description
We process raw fiber into exquisite yarns, roving and felt, returning the finished products from your animals to you.

The Shepherd's Mill
839 Third St
Phillipsburg, Kansas 67661
785-543-3128
www.kansasfiber.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): We process up to 10,000 pounds

Additional Information
We only purchase grade 2 fiber. Usually we purchase from the coop, but occasionally we purchase certain colors from individuals. The fiber must be sorted and graded and of good quality.

Description
We process fiber from alpaca to yak. We can process everything from roving to yarn and batts, to felts.
**The Shepherd's Mill, Inc**

839 Third St  
Phillipsburg, Kansas 67661  
785-543-3128  
www.KansasFiber.com

**Services Provided**
- Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

**Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):** 10-12,000#

**Additional Information**
- We only purchase sorted and graded fiber in 20# or 100# lots

**Description**
- We are a full-line custom processing mill offering roving, batts, felt, yarn including optional dehairing services. We work closely with a production weaver and knitter to give our producers access to finished product from their own fiber.

---

**Three Points Fiber Mill Inc.**

7533 E. Hoff Rd.  
Sunman, IN 47006  
812-363-3876  
http://www.threepointsfibermill.com/

**Services Provided**
- Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, Process fleece into products (including rovings) which you sell and return a portion

**Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):**

**Additional Information**
- Three Points Fiber Mill will purchase raw fleece at times depending on our product demand. Price per pound is based on the grade of the fiber you're selling.

**Description**
- Three Points Fiber Mill is a custom natural fiber processor dedicated to providing you with the highest quality finished product. We specialize in alpaca and sheep’s wool, our mill processes fiber and produces yarn, roving, batts, and felted fabrics.

---

**Tocino Alpacas**

6851 30th Ave. SW  
Salmon Arm, British Columbia V1E 3C3  
250-804-2611  
www.tocinoalpacas.com

**Services Provided**
- Purchase raw fleece outright

**Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):** Approximately 500 lbs

**Additional Information**
- Purchase of alpaca fleeces only, any grade and any color. Fleeces to be free of debris, bugs, mites, dampness, urine or odor. Cria fleeces not accepted.

**Description**
US Fiber Sales
9721 N Guadalupe Tr NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114
505-239-5432
www.usfibersales.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 2-3 tons

Additional Information

Description

Vermont Fiber Mill & Studio
185 Adams Rd
Brandon, VT 5734
802-236-9158
www.vermontfibermill.com

Services Provided
Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information

Description

Provide fiber processing services for customers including roving, batts, rug yarn, yarn and felt.

Windy Acres Fiber Mill
4355 Burrows Rd
Wolverine, MI 49799
231-525-8983
windyacresfibermill.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds):

Additional Information

Description

Windy Acres Fiber Mill is a full service fiber processing mill. While we prefer to work with alpaca, we are able to process other natural fibers. We are able to make rovings, batts, felt sheets and yarn. Windy Acres Fiber Mill is also interested in purchasing raw fiber.
Windy Meadows Farm and Fiber Factory
408 Drake rd
Hamlin, NY 14464
585-709-5099
www.theFiberFactory.com

Services Provided
Purchase raw fleece outright, Charge to process fleece into products which are returned to customer, Charge to process fleece into rovings which are returned to customer, offer wholesale products made from alpaca and made in the USA

Fleece Processed per year (in pounds): 6000 lbs

Additional Information

Description
We process your alpaca fiber into usable forms and final products or we can user our fiber to create items offered at wholesale prices. We are one of the few mills which offer felt insoles and dryer balls as well as yarn ans roving!